The Lord's Prayer

Compilation of verse by verse notes and thoughts on The Lord's Prayer

The Lord's Prayer is arguably the most important prayer in Christianity. Still, exactly how the prayer developed in the life of the early church has remained hidden in ancient manuscripts. Hammerling's thorough and ground-breaking examination of these works reveals that early authors enthusiastically expounded upon its power and mystery, claiming that the prayer uttered by Christ belonged at the core of Christian ritual and beliefs. Many early church writers labeled it a "perfect summary of the gospel" and joyously referred to it as a pearl of great price and worth.

Some of our most personal 'conversations' are our spiritual thoughts and spoken or unspoken prayers. Writing letters to God - writing spontaneously, in unfiltered and raw free-flowing words without a structured script, releases your inner self to Him. Prayer is a two-way 'conversation'. He wants to hear from us, and he wants our hearts to listen back. Keeping a prayer journal can help you to reflect upon your spiritual journey and deepen your relationship with God. Within its creamy "antique" blank lined pages are powerful prayers from Scripture and classic prayers. Each prayer carries a prompt to inspire your own meditations, reflection and prayers. In the back, there are pages to record Prayer Lists and Answered Prayers. The elegant journal is covered in quality man-made material with the look and feel of real leather (trade name LuxLeather). The design features include debossed cover borders with copper foil titling and accents. The Lord's Prayer is engraved into the back. The volume has a lay-flat spine and an attached ribbon page marker. Our writing journals are perfect for gift-giving, with a presentation page in the front. 6 x 8 1/2 Inch - 240 Lined Pages

When the disciples asked Jesus to teach them to pray, he gave them what is now known as "the Lord's Prayer." What is the Lord's Prayer to you? Is it a formal prayer that you repeat only during Sunday morning worship? Has it become so familiar that you hardly think about its meaning? In this eight-session LifeGuide® Bible Study Douglas Connelly unpacks the Lord's Prayer section by section with additional texts that help you dig deeper into Jesus' teaching about how to pray.

Gedachten van de Zwitserse psycholoog en psychiater over de voorstelling van God als een rechtvaardige god, naar aanleiding van de hoofdstukken 1 t/m 20 van het boek Job.

Bringing his insightful and down-to-earth approach to bear on the topic of The Lord's Prayer, R.T. Kendall opens up new depths in this short prayer, exploring the full range of meaning in each line to establish firm principles for all our prayer. Starting from the initial focus on God, through asking for what God wants in our world, then on to our needs, and so finally on to the benediction with which the prayer closes, he unpacks the meaning of each line, brings personal challenges to bear on our own lives, and gives us the reassurance of God's love and care for us.
"There is inherent in the Lord's Prayer all the strength and compassion of our Father in heaven. There moves through it a beauty and serenity which no mortal man can fully explain. It reassures our hearts, strengthens our resolve, and lead us into personal contact with God, our Father." An "ordinary man and a child of God", W. Phillip Keller shares with you what these Scriptures have meant to him.

The Lord's Prayer pamphlet explores and explains the way that Jesus taught his followers to pray. Each phrase of Jesus' prayer model is examined, using both NIV and KJV Scriptures. Each phrase reflects a different attribute of God; the pamphlet explores the meaning of each attribute and the petition the prayer reveals. The pamphlet also offers additional Scripture references and examples of Jesus demonstrating God's attributes. This bestselling 12-panel pamphlet gives believers new insights into our Heavenly Father, his power, and forgiveness. Glossy finish with full-color design. Size: 8.5"x 5.5" unfolds to 33" long. Fits inside most Bible covers. The Lord's Prayer pamphlet is one of the easiest ways to teach the purpose of the prayer, the guidelines Jesus taught, and their power to put needs and desires in proper perspective. Pastors may want to purchase a copy of this pamphlet for each church member to use in Bible study or private devotion. The easy-to-use, fold-out format provides a concise look at: Each phrase in the prayer, with traditional and contemporary wording Seven of God's attributes The importance of submitting our will to his will Asking for our needs and our forgiveness An understanding of three main purposes of prayer Six powerful reasons to forgive The Lord's Prayer is a powerful and life-changing prayer, and The Lord's Prayer pamphlet is a dynamic tool that strengthens the prayer life of believers. In addition to presenting Jesus' prayer in both KJV and NIV versions, the pamphlet also presents: Other prayers in Scripture that follow similar patterns The history of the Lord's Prayer (found in the Books of Matthew and Luke) and why it was different from other prayers of Jesus' time A brief examination of the words "debts" and "trespasses" A chart of the "seven petitions" of The Lord's Prayer that believers can use in prayer to bring Jesus' teaching to bear on their prayer life A chart of six reasons to forgive, the result of forgiveness, and Scripture references.

Children learn the Lord's prayer and what it means in the daily lives.

This full-colour, robust cube helps children to engage with one of the key prayers of the Christian faith. It can be used during a church service or at home as a way of helping children learn and appreciate the Lord's Prayer.

The prayer which our Lord delivered to the disciples as a model in their approaches to God, and which has been designated "The Lord's Prayer," is recorded by two Evangelists, and was spoken on two different occasions. In the Sermon on the Mount our Lord was reproving the superstition which regarded the frequent iteration of mere words as acceptable with God, and the Pharisaism which made a public parade of prayer to obtain the praise of men. Luke records that at a later period of Christ's ministry, "As He was praying in a certain place, when He ceased, one of His disciples said unto Him, Lord, teach us to pray, as John also taught his disciples." This disciple may have forgotten the earlier instruction. Or he may have regarded it as too brief, or designed for the general multitude to whom it was addressed, and so asked for some counsel specially applicable to the inner circle of the disciples, similar to some teaching so given to the more intimate friends and followers of the Baptist. But our Lord simply repeated...
the subject-matter of the same Divine model, as containing the essence of all we need to ask, and as showing the spirit and manner of all acceptable prayer.

"Examines the Lord's Prayer as a simple but profound framework for the journey toward Christian maturity"—Provided by publisher.

The words of the Lord's Prayer serve as the text for a picture book that shows a young African American girl and her father spending a day together and helping an elderly neighbor.

Do You KNOW the Lords Prayer? is an easy-to-read study guide that will help anyone memorize and fully understand the meaning of Jesus prayer for all Gods people. It includes practical application to help in the understanding that the Lords Prayer is a model or template for all of our prayers.

DVD includes a dramatized reading of the Lord's Prayer in the original Hebrew by Keith Johnson, and original music video of the Lord's Prayer by Andrew Hodkinson, and an original music video of the Lord's Prayer by Phil Ohst.

The Lords Prayer pamphlet explores and explains the way that Jesus taught his followers to pray. Each phrase of Jesus prayer model is examined, using both NIV and KJV Scriptures. The pamphlet also offers additional Scripture references and examples of Jesus demonstrating Gods attributes. The pamphlet also presents: Other prayers in Scripture that follow similar patterns The history of the Lords Prayer (found in the Books of Matthew and Luke) and why it was different from other prayers of Jesus time A brief examination of the words debts and trespasses A chart of the seven petitions of the Lords Prayer that believers can use in prayer to bring Jesus teaching to bear on their prayer life A chart of six reasons to forgive, the result of forgiveness, and Scripture references

The Lord's Prayer contains mysteries generally overlooked by most Christians. For the Fathers of the Church, such mysteries or "difficulties"—many of which continue to puzzle modern scholars—marked divinely inspired points for prayer and reflection. Saints Cyprian of Carthage, Augustine of Hippo, Peter Chrysologus, Maximus the Confessor and others grappled with the hidden meanings behind these questions and the fruits of their efforts can inspire contemporary readers. In this volume John Gavin, SJ explores eight mysteries of the Lord's prayer in light of the early Church's wisdom: How can human beings call God "Father"? Where is God the Father? How can God grow in holiness? Was there ever a time when God did not rule? Are there limitations to God's will? Why should we seek bread? Can we make a deal with God? Does God tempt us? Without ignoring the insights of contemporary exegesis, this volume demonstrates that the responses of the Fathers to these questions have continuing relevance. Not only did they understand the issues surrounding linguistic, textual, and theological difficulties, but they also grasped the nuances of Christ's words as illuminated by the scriptures as a whole. They provide an interpretation that challenges the mind and transforms the heart. Mysteries of the Lord's Prayer offers the general reader, as well as scholars, a chance to rediscover a prayer that unites Christians throughout the world. It also includes appendices to aid those who wish to explore the Fathers' writings on their own for a deeper encounter with the wisdom of the early Church.

stories through fun-to-read rhymes and bright illustrations. This well-loved series captures the attention of children, telling scripturally sound stories that are enjoyable and easy to remember.

The Lord's Prayer is the revelation of the proper pattern of prayer life in the body of Christ. In the Lord's Prayer, Jesus revealed the Bible's mysteries and heavenly treasures. "The Message of the Lord's Prayer" is God's calling and revelation of salvation and recovery for all who hear the voice of God. (Practical Life)

New Community Series is a high-impact tool for experiencing the transforming power of God's Word. This cutting-edge series lets you explore life-changing topics from a biblical perspective both as an individual and as part of a community of Christ followers. Challenging questions encourage you to reflect on Scripture and its impact on your life.

The author writes: The so-called 'Lord's Prayer' is full of surprises. For one thing, the Lord could never have used it himself, with its central and longest plea for forgiveness. Though he gave it as a model for private prayer, it has become the most common corporate liturgy of the church. Its brevity is striking, consistent with his criticism of pagan devotions with their 'many words'. Above all, it is comprehensive, covering all the basic concerns of a Christian, while clearly indicating that these should cover God's needs (honour and loyalty) before his or her own (food and forgiveness). Even though it begins with God, whom Jesus called 'my' Father, but we must say 'our' Father, it ends with the devil: deliver us from the evil (one). It is for weekdays rather than Sundays. Try using it for a month.

Offers hope to Christians who struggle to communicate with God. As readers study each phrase in Christ's prayer, they will begin to develop a deeper understanding, appreciation for, and communion with the Father in Heaven.

New insights and fresh illustrations provide an in-depth study of this prayer. One of the most complete exegetical studies of Matthew 6:9-13. (Vocal Collection). With this 15-version collection, you'll always be ready to play Albert Hay Malotte's sacred classic anytime, anywhere, for anyone. The Revised Edition of this indispensable book is now even more valuable. In addition to Malotte's classic in five keys for solo voice and organ (E-flat, D-flat, C, B-flat, G), the same five keys for solo voice and piano, and a solo piano and solo organ arrangement, there are three vocal duet arrangements included soprano and alto (which could be sung by a soprano and baritone), soprano and tenor, and alto and baritone. The book is a great value; the sheet music to all these versions purchased separately would cost nearly $60!

People know the words of the Lord's Prayer by heart. With the words repeated so often, the freshness and meaning begins to disappear. Barclay gets right into the very heart of the meaning and helps you to rediscover the real meaning. This book contains original Biblical texts.

THIS ORIGINAL AND IMAGINATIVE TREATMENT of the Our Father plumbs the scriptural depths of this prayer, so beloved of Christians. The Biblical meditation of each chapter is further enriched by introductory pages presenting the author's reflections and explanations, drawing on the treasures of the Church's patrimony: her liturgy, the Fathers of the Church, popes and saints. This is authentic spirituality, deeply rooted in the word of God: living and life-giving, nourishment for heart and soul, enlightenment for the mind. Taste and see!


"This, then, is how you should pray: Our Father in heaven." -Matthew 6:9 In this Scripture are two things observable: the introduction to the prayer-and the prayer itself. The introduction to the Lord's prayer is, "This, then, is how you should pray." Our Lord Jesus, in these words,
gave to his disciples and to us a directory for prayer. The ten commandments are the rule of our life, and the sum of our faith—and the Lord’s prayer is the pattern of our prayer. As God prescribed Moses a pattern of the tabernacle (Exod 25:9), so Christ has here prescribed us a pattern of prayer. "This, then, is how you should pray," etc. The meaning is, let this be the rule and model according to which you frame your prayers. [We ought to examine our prayers by this rule.] Calvin. Not that we are tied to the exact words of the Lord's prayer. Christ says, "This, then, is how you should pray" that is, let all your petitions agree and harmonize with the things contained in the Lord's prayer; and well may we make all our prayers consonant and agreeable to this prayer. Tertullian calls this prayer, "a breviary and compendium of the gospel!" It is like a heap of massive gold. Thomas Watson was an English preacher and author who obtained great fame preaching until the Restoration when he was ejected as the vicar of St. Stephen's Walbrook for nonconformity. Watson continued to exercise his ministry privately and upon the Declaration of Indulgence in 1672 he obtained a license to preach at the great hall in Crosby House. An indispensable guide to the perfect prayer." Peter J. Gomes, Harvard University "This is a book on prayer that rings with the spirit of prayer. It teems with practical advice...but more important than this counsel is Kisly's ceaseless emphasis upon listening, upon learning to be watchful, to be awake, to remain alert for God's still, small voice, to surrender with humility and thanks to the grace and love of Our Lord." -from the foreword by Philip Zaleski. The Lord's PrayerEerdmans Publishing Company

This book is a definitive study of the exemplary prayer of the gospel. Nicholas Ayo's The Lord's Prayer presents a carefully detailed exposition of the Our Father as a text worthy of inspiring both mind and heart. Describes how to draw on the power of the Lord's Prayer by learning seven lessons that it teaches—faith, surrender, service, abundance, forgiveness, obstacles, and love—in a book that also includes meditations and affirmations. The Kids' Travel Guide series takes children from kindergarten through 5th grade on life-impacting explorations that engage them with activities, stories, prayer, and much more. Each of the seven themed Kids' Travel Guides includes 13 imaginative, interactive Bible lessons. Lead your Sunday school or midweek program on a travel adventure packed with fun activities, creative options, and take-home pages that kids tuck into their very own travel journals. Kids' Travel Guide to the Lord's Prayer takes kids on journeys filled with stories, activities, ideas, and fun as they travel through the power of prayer. In 13 lessons, you'll use Jesus' guide to prayer to show children how God relates to them, and how they can relate to God! Additional Features include: Tour Guide Tips: Ideas teachers can use to adapt the lesson for different ages. Items to Pack: Supplies and props for the journey. Scenic Routes: to give you more creative options for kids. Fun Facts: Jokes and interesting tidbits related to the lesson. Reproducible Handouts: Games, and journal "souvenirs". Kids' Travel Guide Series includes: Kids' Travel Guide to the Beatitudes (9781470704230) Kids' Travel Guide to the 10 Commandments (9780764422249) Kids' Travel Guide to the Parables (9780764470134) Kids' Travel Guide to the 23rd Psalm (9780764425240) Kids' Travel Guide to the Fruit of the